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Introduction
This document provides important information about the Cluster Server Agent Pack
release. Review this entire document before installing and configuring the agents.
For more information about Cluster Server Agent Pack, refer to the Getting Started
Guide, which is available on the Veritas Services and Operations Readiness Tools
(SORT) site: https://sort.veritas.com/agents.
For important updates regarding this release, see the Late-Breaking News TechNote
on the Veritas Technical Support Web site:
http://www.veritas.com/docs/000030982

Release notes for Cluster Server Agent Pack
Changes introduced in this release

Note: This document does not contain information about the Cluster Server agents
for Microsoft applications on Windows. For information about these agents, see the
Cluster Server Agent Pack Readme. The Readme is available on the VCS Agent
Details page on SORT and also in the agent ZIP file.

Note: For information about ApplicationHA agents on Windows, see the Application
HA Agent Pack Readme. The Readme is available on the ApplicationHA Agent
Details page on SORT and also in the agent ZIP file.

Changes introduced in this release
This section lists the new features and enhancements in this Agent Pack release.

Application and database agents
The following table lists the changes made to the VCS application agents in this
agent pack release.
Table 1-1

Application agents

Application agent

New feature or enhancement

AgentBuilder

Added support for the following items:

OpenStack

■

IPv6 network configurations

■

systemD environments with the supported Linux distributions

Updated the OpenStackVol agent to work with endpoints
configured over HTTPs.
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Table 1-1

Application agents (continued)

Application agent

New feature or enhancement

PostgreSQL

Modified the agent to provide support for high availability for the
Streaming Replication feature of PostgreSQL with the
synchronous mode.
The PostgreSQL agent only supports a two-node local cluster
where one node is the master and the other is the standby.
The agent now supports the following operations for
Synchronous Streaming Replication:
■

Monitoring the replication link on the master node

■

Either manual or automatic takeover on the standby node
by using the PromoteSlaveAction entry point on the standby
PostgreSQL resource
Either manual or automatic re-registration of the old master
node in case of service group switchover using the
RewindAction entry point
Promotion of the standby node to primary in case of DBMS
failure on the master node
Promotion of the standby node to primary in case of master
node failure

■

■

■

Additionally, the following changes are made to the agent:
■

■
■

Added the RegistrationOfStandby attribute to support
Streaming Replication. This attribute enables automatic
re-registration of the old master node as the standby node
in case of a switchover or failover operation.
Modified the behavior of the PromoteSlaveAction entry point.
Modified the requirements in the context of the preonline
script in response to the values of the RegistrationOfStandby
attribute. Modified the behavior of the preonline script in
response to the values of the RegistrationOfStandby attribute.

Replication agents
The following table lists the changes made to the VCS replication agents in this
agent pack release.
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Table 1-2

Replication agents

Replication agent

New feature or enhancement

EMC SRDF Storage
Group

Updated the agent on the Linux platform to provide the following
support:
■

■

■

HP 3PAR Remote
Copy

Application failover and recovery, and monitoring and managing
the state of EMC Symmetrix devices that are replicated using
the SRDF/A mode.
Transmit Idle state, where the agent waits until the replication
state changes to Consistent before it performs a failover.
Ability to handle storage groups with EMC Symmetrix devices
that attached to VCS nodes with consistency enabled.

Updated the agent on the Linux platform to compute the recovery
point objective (RPO) more accurately.
The RPO is computed at five-minute intervals and stored as the
value of newly introduced attribute, CurrentRPO, in the HH:MM:SS
format.
The RPO computation works even in case of parallel service groups,
and when the resource state is either ONLINE or OFFLINE.

NetApp Filer

Updated the agent on the Windows platform to provide the following
support:
■

■

NetApp SnapDrive

Update the agent on the Windows platform to support cluster-mode
volume management, which includes performing the following tasks:
■

■

■

■

NetApp SnapMirror
with Clustered Data
ONTAP

Credentials-based and certificate-based authentication methods
in NetApp cluster-mode environments.
Either HTTP or HTTPS as the configurable transport protocol.

During the online operation, map the LUN with the configured
initiator, and then attach the cluster-mode volume to the VCS
cluster node.
Unmap the cluster-mode volume if it is already mapped to an
initiator other than the one that is configured for cluster-mode.
During the offline operation, detach the LUN from the VCS cluster
node and remove its mapping with the initiator group.
During the monitor operation, check whether the cluster-mode
volume is attached to the node and mapped to the configured
initiator.

Updated the SnapMirrorCM agent on the Windows platform to
support application failover and recovery in environments that use
SnapMirror to protect NetApp Filer 9.2 cluster-mode volumes.
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Table 1-2

Replication agents (continued)

Replication agent

New feature or enhancement

Oracle DataGuard

Updated the OraDG agent to support Oracle Database 12.2 in
single-instance environments.

Changes related to product name branding
Beginning with the 6.1 release, Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions
product names are rebranded.
Table 1-3 lists the rebranded Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions
products.
Table 1-3

Rebranded Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions
products

Old product name

New product names with Symantec
branding

Veritas Cluster Server

Symantec Cluster Server (VCS)

Veritas Disaster Recovery Advisor

Symantec Disaster Recovery Advisor (DRA)

Veritas Dynamic Multi-Pathing

Symantec Dynamic Multi-Pathing (DMP)

Veritas File Replicator Option

Symantec File Replicator Option (VFR)

Veritas File System Software
Development Kit

Symantec File System Software Development Kit

Veritas High Availability Agent Pack

Symantec High Availability Agent Pack

Veritas Replicator Option

Symantec Replicator Option

Veritas Storage Foundation

Symantec Storage Foundation (SF)

Veritas Storage Foundation HA

Symantec Storage Foundation HA (SFHA)

Veritas Storage Foundation and High
Availability Solutions

Symantec Storage Foundation and High
Availability Solutions (SFHAS)

Veritas Storage Foundation Cluster File Symantec Storage Foundation Cluster File System
System HA
HA (SFCFSHA)
Veritas Storage Foundation for Oracle
RAC

Symantec Storage Foundation for Oracle RAC
(SFRAC)
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Table 1-3

Rebranded Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions
products (continued)

Old product name

New product names with Symantec
branding

Veritas Storage Foundation for Sybase Symantec Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE
ASE CE
CE
Veritas Volume Replicator

Symantec Volume Replicator (VVR)

Symantec rebranding does not apply to the following:
■

Product acronyms

■

Command names

■

Error messages

■

Alert messages

■

Modules and components

■

Feature names

■

License key description

■

Veritas Operations Manager product branding

Changes related to component name rebranding
Symantec Cluster Server has changed to Cluster Server (VCS). Cluster Server is
a component that belongs to the product family, Veritas Infoscale™ Availability.
Table 1-4 lists the rebranded product and component terminologies.
Table 1-4

Rebranded product and component terms

Old Symantec terms

New terms with Veritas branding

Symantec Cluster Server

Cluster Server

Symantec High Availability agent

Cluster Server agent

Symantec Storage Foundation

Storage Foundation

Symantec Volume Manager

Veritas Volume Manager

Symantec Foundation Suite’s Cluster File
System (CFS)

Foundation Suite’s Cluster File System (CFS)
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Table 1-4

Rebranded product and component terms (continued)

Old Symantec terms

New terms with Veritas branding

Symantec Storage Foundation and High
Availability products

Storage Foundation and High Availability
products

Table 1-5 lists the changed Cluster Server component guide names.
Table 1-5

Rebranded Cluster Server guide names

Old guide names

New guide names

Symantec High Availability Agent for
<Application_name> Installation and
Configuration Guide

Cluster Server Agent for <Application_name>
Installation and Configuration Guide

Symantec Cluster Server Installation Guide

Veritas InfoScale Installation Guide

Symantec Cluster Server Administrator's
Guide

Cluster Server Administrator's Guide

Symantec Cluster Server Bundled Agents
Reference Guide

Cluster Server Bundled Agents Reference
Guide

Veritas rebranding does not apply to the following:
■

Product acronyms

■

Command names

■

Error messages

■

Alert messages

■

Modules

■

Feature names

■

License key description

Fixed issues
This section describes the incidents that are fixed in this Agent Pack release.

Application and database agents
The following table lists the fixed issues that are common to all the VCS agents for
the supported applications and databases.
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Table 1-6

Common fixed issues for application and database agents

Incident

Description

3961132

AgentBuilder
Operating system: All supported platforms
Symptom: When an AgentBuilder resource is in the offline state, the
agent logs error messages like Cmd [/bin/ps] with args [wwo
uid,pid,ppid,args 9691] failed with exit code [1]
at every monitor cycle.
Description: An agent typically creates PID files for caching purposes
during the monitor operation. However, in some cases, these files
do not get deleted in a timely manner. The aforementioned error
messages are logged when such stale PID files are found but the
processes that correspond to the PIDs in the files are not running.
Resolution: Veritas has modified AgentBuilder to ensure that no stale
PID files are left behind and therefore no such unexpected error
messages are logged during each monitor cycle.

3961166

IBM Informix
Operating system: Linux
Symptom: A resource that is part of an Informix service group fails
to go offline if the onshutdown.sh script is not found.
Description: The Informix agent fails to take a resource offline if the
onshutdown.sh script is not present in the Informix bin directory.
Resolution: Veritas has modified the Informix agent to use the
onmode -ky command to take the resource offline when
onshutdown.sh is not present in the bin directory.

3961115

SAP HANA
Operating system: All supported platforms
Symptom: The SAP HANA agent cannot handle slow-initializing
database tenants.
Description: The agent cannot handle the YELLOW initializing state
for the last tenant that appears in the output of the GetProcessList
command.
Resolution: Veritas has modified the SAP HANA agent so that it can
handle the database tenants that are in the initializing state.
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Table 1-6

Common fixed issues for application and database agents
(continued)

Incident

Description

3961116

SAP HANA
Operating system: All supported platforms
Symptom: The SAP HANA agent does not perform a failover
operation when the database tenants are in the hung state.
Description: If the database tenants are in the hung state and the
SAP commands time out, the agent reports the service group state
as UNKNOWN. However, it does not fail over the database instance.
Resolution: Veritas has modified the SAP HANA agent to time out
correctly when the SAP commands time out, thereby propagating
the failure. Thus, failover occurs as expected in case of heavy
workloads.

3961114

SAP NetWeaver
Operating system: Linux
Symptom: The SAP NetWeaver agent preonline functionality does
not work as expected.
Description: The agent cannot correctly parse the resource names
from the output of the various commands that are executed by the
preonline trigger of the SAPNW agent. This issue occurs when
multiple SAPNW resources have common substrings in their names.
In some cases, the Enqueue Server resource name is incorrectly
identified as "global".
Resolution: Veritas has modified the SAPNW agent to handle the
cases where resource names have common substrings.

3954415

SAP NetWeaver
Operating systems: Linux
Symptom: Some issues were found in the Installation and
Configuration guide for the SAPNW agent.
Description: The Cluster Server Agent for SAP NetWeaver Installation
and Configuration Guide contains some typographical errors and
inconsistencies in the commands used in some procedures.
Resolution: Updated the Cluster Server Agent for SAP NetWeaver
Installation and Configuration Guide to fix the issues that were found.
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Table 1-6

Common fixed issues for application and database agents
(continued)

Incident

Description

3955394

TIBCO
Operating system: Linux
Symptom: When a resource in a TIBCO service group is in the offline
state, the agent logs error messages like Cmd [/bin/ps] with
args [wwo uid,pid,ppid,args 9691] failed with exit
code [1] at every monitor cycle.
Description: An agent typically creates PID files for caching purposes
during the monitor operation. However, in some cases, these files
do not get deleted in a timely manner. The aforementioned error
messages are logged when such stale PID files are found but the
processes that correspond to the PIDs in the files are not running.
Resolution: Veritas has modified the TIBCO agent to ensure that no
stale PID files are left behind and therefore no such unexpected error
messages are logged during each monitor cycle.

Known issues
This section lists the known issues that are applicable in this agent pack release.

VCS application agents
The following known issues exist with the application agents.

Cisco UCS
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for Cisco UCS.

The UCSHA starts monitoring even after being stopped (3628291)
Symptom: The command "ucsha -stop" fails to stop the UCSHA from monitoring
the associated service profiles.
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Workaround: When the “ucsha -stop” command fails to stop monitoring the health
of the service profiles, execute the following commands to stop UCSHA:

1

Probe the CiscoUCS resources after the ucsha -stop command fails using
the following command:
# hares -probe <resource_name> -sys <system_name>

2

Check the state of the CiscoUCS resource using the following command:
# hares -state <resource_name>

3

If the resource still reports ONLINE, offline the resource.
# hares -offline <resource_name> -sys <system_name>

4

Check the state of the CiscoUCS resource.
# hares -state <resource_name>

The state of the resource must be reported as OFFLINE.

IBM WebSphere MQ
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for IBM
WebSphere MQ.

Discovery of WebsphereMQ fails, if there are special characters in the
WebSphereMQ installation path (3847969)
Symptom: The WebSphereMQ agent is not discovered when the installation path
contains special characters, such as ) and (.
Workaround: Configure resources manually. For more information on how to
configure WebSphereMQ resource, refer to the Cluster Server Agent for WebSphere
MQ Installation and Configuration Guide.

Queue Managers with the same resource dependencies cannot be
configured using different runs of the Symantec High Availability
Configuration wizard (3678377)
Symptom: When you configure queue managers having the same resource
dependencies such as, shared mount points and IP addresses, using multiple runs
of the wizard, the queue managers are configured separately and not merged with
the existing configuration. This issue occurs on the Windows and Linux operating
systems.
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Workaround: Configure multiple queue managers that have the same resource
dependencies in a single run of the Symantec High Availability Configuration wizard.

Listener for Queue Manager may not be configured if you do not select
the Monitor Listener for the Queue Manager check box (3678386)
Symptom: On the Queue Manager selection panel, if you click Next without
selecting the Monitor Listener for the Queue Manager check box, you might not
be able to return to that panel to configure monitoring for a queue manager listener.
This issue occurs on the Windows operating system.
Workaround: To configure monitoring for a queue manager listener, ensure that
you select the Monitor Listener for the Queue Manager check box on theQueue
Manager selection panel before you click Next.

Support for only one listener associated with each queue manager
(3678391)
Symptom: The Symantec High Availability Configuration wizard supports only one
listener associated with each queue manager.
Workaround: Manually add the listener resource in the Queue Manager service
group using the ha commands.

Oracle e-Business Components
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for Oracle
e-Business Components.

The NodeManager component is not yet supported by the OracleApps
agent (3923578)
Symptom: In an EBS 12.2 service group, the AdminServer component is the parent
of the Mount resource. AdminServer starts the NodeManager component when the
service group is brought online, but does not stop it when the service group is taken
offline. Therefore, the Mount resource kills the NodeManager component.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue yet.

SAP HANA
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for SAP HANA.
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When the ClusterFailOverPolicy attribute is set as Auto, the preonline
trigger may cause the system to behave unexpectedly resulting in
execution of the -sr_takeover command on the system several times
(3864243)
Symptom: If the ClusterFailOverPolicy attribute is set as Auto, the PreOnline trigger
can run multiple times on the same system resulting in the execution of the
-sr_takeover command on the system several times. This may result in an
unexpected behavior.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

The agent does not take the OnlineTimeout value into account when
overriding the value at the resource level (3864341)
Symptom: The SAP HANA agent does not take the OnlineTimeout value into
account when overriding the value at the resource level and performing the takeover
action. The following error message is displayed:
Replication Takeover is not successful.

Workaround: Change the value at the type level.
# hatype -modify SAPHDB OnlineTimeout 900

VCS application configuration wizard
This section describes the known issues in the VCS application configuration wizard.

The VCS application configuration wizard fails while adding
a new system to the existing configured application
(3666881)
Symptom: When the user adds another system from another ESX as a failover
system to the existing configured application, the VCS application configuration
wizard fails while adding the ESX details. This issue occurs on the Linux operating
system.
Workaround: Unconfigure the application monitoring from the existing node and
reconfigure the application monitoring with all the required nodes.

The custom application configuration fails when the force
stop option is not selected (3688195)
Symptom: For 4Q2014 Agentpack for applicationha 6.1, the custom application
configuration fails when the force stop option is not selected.
Description: While configuring custom application using wizard, if you do not select
the force stop option, the configuration fails displaying the "Value tag for
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CleanProgram tag is not provided" error. The configuration expects the value for
the CleanProgram attribute for the custom application to be provided. If the value
is not provided, the configuration fails.
Workaround: Configure the custom application with the selected force stop option.
Value for the force stop option should be provided.

VCS replication agents
The following known issues exist with the replication agents.

Multiple replication agents
This section describes the known issues in multiple replication agents.

Import operation for firedrill diskgroup fails on Solaris x86 (3905747)
Symptom: The diskgroup resource in a firedrill service group faults, because the
DiskGroup agent fails to import the firedrill disks. Therefore, the firedrill service
group fails to come online.
Workaround: Perform the following steps to work around this issue.
Note: These steps use SRDF as an example. In other replication environments,
use the appropriate resource names for that environment.
1.

Bring the SRDFSnap resource online using the command:
hares -online SRDFSnapResource -sys system

where, SRDFSnapResource is the name of the SRDFSnap resource in the
fire drill service group, and system is the system on which the fire drill service
group must be brought online.
2.

Import the diskgroup using the command:
vxdg -tfC -o useclonedev=on import diskgroup

where, diskgroup is a fire drill disk group name.
3.

Bring the rest of the fire drill service group online using the command:
hagrp -online FiredrillSG -sys system

where, FiredrillSG is the name of the fire drill service group, and system is the
system on which the fire drill service group must be brought online.
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User's attempt to add a disk to a VxVM disk group may fail (3683553)
Symptom: The user's attempt to add a disk to a VxVM disk group, after the
replication roles have changed from Secondary to Primary, might fail.
This issue occurs because of a stale VxVM cache and a VxVM rule that does not
permit a user to add a primary disk to a disk group that contains secondary disks.
Note: This issue is applicable for VCS versions prior to VCS 6.2.
Workaround: To resolve this issue, use the Veritas preonline trigger; contact Veritas
Technical Support to obtain the Veritas preonline trigger.

Fire drill fails with the error message on the Windows operating system
with SFW HA (3123099)
Symptom: On the Windows operating system with SFW HA versions 6.0 or 6.0.1,
fire drill might fail with the following error message:
ERROR: Disk group: No Disk found with matching tag SIRemote-*

Workaround: Follow the instructions given in the TechNote:
http://www.veritas.com/docs/000017930 .

File conflict error message displayed while installing the replication
agent package in an SFCFS environment (2392131)
Symptom: The replication agents currently ship action entry points on the
CVMVolDg resource, which is part of the VRTScavf package. This package is part
of the SFCFS package set. The VRTScavf package also ships the same action
entry points. As a result, while installing the replication agent package in an SFCFS
environment, the installer might display file conflict error messages. This problem
occurs on the AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris operating systems.
Workaround: Veritas recommends installing the replication agent package with
the appropriate force option so as to overwrite the conflicting files installed by the
VRTScavf package.

Agents might not compute RPO correctly (3681513)
Symptom: Agents might not compute the RPO correctly, if snapshot devices are
attached to the replication luns at the DR site and are mapped to the same DR site
hosts. When you invoke the GetCurrentRPO action, the agent might display an error
message or report an incorrect RPO.
Workaround: Unmap the snapshot devices that are attached to the replication luns
from the DR site hosts and then enable RPO computation on the resource.
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The HTC and SRDF Replication Agent installation may fail (3875317)
Symptom: The HTC and SRDF replication agents installation may fail on RHEL 7
due to "import" and "deport" files already owned by some other packages.
Workaround: Use the --replacefiles option during the installation.

EMC MirrorView
This section describes the known issues in Cluster Server agent for EMC MirrorView.

The MirrorviewSnap resource might fail to come online (2325877)
Symptom: The MirrorviewSnap resource might fail to come online. VxVM does not
assign the “_1” suffix to the MirrorView snapshot LUN. As a result, the LUN is not
identified as a snapshot LUN and the VCS MirrorViewSnap agent cannot proceed
to tag this Snapshot LUN and import the diskgroup.
Workaround: Run the following command:
vxconfigd -kr reset

If the disk access records are not refreshed on running this command, contact
Veritas Technical Support.

EMC SRDF
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for EMC SRDF.

Silver fire drill configuration may fail with SFHA 6.1 and SFCFS HA
6.1 (3337677)
Symptom: Silver fire drill configuration may fail with SFHA 6.1 and SFCFS HA 6.1.
The Diskgroup agent resource in the fire drill service group may not be able to
import the fire drill diskgroup. This is due to a change in the VxVM semantics for
importing a clone DiskGroup. The import command may fail with the error:
VxVM vxdg ERROR V-5-1-16514 Disk group mera_dg_fd: import failed:
DG import duplicate clone detected.
Please refer to system log for details.

Workaround: Perform the following steps for the fire drill to succeed:
■

Bring the SRDFSnap resource(s) online.
/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/hares -online <SRDFSnapResource> -sys <system>

where, SRDFSnapResource is the name of the SRDFSnap resource in the fire
drill service group, and system is the system on which the fire drill service group
must be brought online.
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■

Run the following script to clear the clone_disk flag on the fire drill devices:
/usr/sbin/vxdisk listtag |grep <DeviceGroup> |while read x y;
do echo disk: [$x]; vxdisk set $x clone=off; done

where, DeviceGroup is the name of the Symmetrix device group.
■

Bring the rest of the fire drill service group online.
hagrp -online <FiredrilSG> -sys <system>

where FiredrillSG is the name of the fire drill service group, and system is the
system on which the fire drill service group must be brought online.

The SRDFSnap resource might not come online (3686816)
Symptom: The SRDFSnap resource might not come online if the host is rebooted
while the fire drill luns are in sync with their corresponding source luns.
This issue occurs on the AIX operating system.
Workaround: Bring the devices back to their normal (online) state.
To bring the devices back to their normal (online) state:

1

Find the disks that correspond to the fire drill luns, and run the vxdisk path
command to find the corresponding VxVM disks.

2

Run the command vxdisk rm disk1 disk2 ... to delete the vmdisks
corresponding to the fire drill luns.

3

Run the appropriate SYMCLI command to split the devices from their sources
and to make the fire drill luns read-write enabled.

4

Use the vxdisk scandisks command to rescan the VxVM disks.

5

Run the appropriate SYMCLI establish command to resynchronize the fire
drill luns with their corresponding sources.

Some of the resources might not come online when a service group
has multiple SRDFSnap resources (3231314)
Symptom: When a service group has multiple SRDFSnap resources, some of the
resources might not come online.
The symcfg discover command locks the Symmetrix configuration database,
causing this command to fail for other agents.
Workaround: Run the following command to set the NumThreads attribute of the
SRDFSnap agent to 1:
$hatype -modify SRDFSnap NumThreads 1
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The DiskGroup resource may not come online on an AIX LPAR with
SYMAPI servers configured (3683665)
Symptom: The DiskGroup resource may not come online on an AIX LPAR with
SYMAPI servers configured.
If the host on which the SRDF agent is running is an AIX LPAR, then SymapiServer
is required for managing the replication since the Gatekeeper devices cannot be
mapped to the LPARs. If the LPAR is rebooted while the underlying SRDF devices
are in R2 (secondary) mode, and the VCS service group is subsequently switched
to go online on the same LPAR, the DiskGroup resource may not go online. This
problem occurs only on the AIX operating system.
Workaround: Perform the following steps:
■

After the reboot, log on to the AIX LPAR.

■

Find the disks that correspond to the SRDF R2 luns, and run the vxdisk path
command to find the corresponding VxVM disks.

■

Run the vxdisk rm disk1 disk2… command to delete the selected vmdisks.

■

Use the vxdisk scandisks command to rescan VxVM disks.

IBM Global Mirror
This section describes the known issue in the Cluster Server agent for IBM Global
Mirror.

VxVM disk group might not get imported after failover to DR site in
some conditions (3235270)
Symptom: VxVM disk groups might not get imported after a failover to the DR site
in the following conditions:
■

If VxVM disk groups are configured using IBM GlobalMirror volumes.

■

If FlashCopy and Global Copy volumes are attached to the same host.

Workaround: Use the Veritas preonline trigger; contact Veritas Technical Support
to obtain the Veritas preonline trigger.

IBM SVCCopyServices
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for IBM
SVCCopyServices.
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The recreatevg command fails to create a volume group on the IBM
FlashCopy target disks in some cases (3686811)
Symptom: In some cases, the recreatevg command fails to create a volume group
on the IBM FlashCopy target disks. As a result, the SVCCopyServicesSnap resource
fails to come online.
Workaround: Contact Veritas Technical Support.

The application service group fails to come online at the DR site after
running the Silver fire drill (3686814)
Symptom: After you run the Silver fire drill, the application service group fails to
come online at the disaster recovery site.
Workaround: After running the Silver fire drill for SVCCopyServices at the disaster
recovery site, the replication target is resynchronized from the primary when the
fire drill service group is taken offline. If a disaster happens before the
resynchronization is complete, restore the replication target from the snapshot.
After the resynchronization from the primary or restore from the snapshot is
complete, you must discard the snapshot to bring the application service group
online at the disaster recovery site.

IBM XIV Mirror
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for IBM XIV
Mirror.

The XCLI script fails to run (3686815)
Symptom: When you use the Cluster Server agent for IBM XIV Mirror with IBM
XCLI version 3.1.1, the XCLI script fails to run. This issue is observed on the AIX
and Solaris operating systems.
This error is a result of a known issue in the IBM XIV XCLI.
Workaround: For more details about the issue and the resolution, see the release
notes for IBM XIV Storage System Management Tools version 3.1.1.

Oracle Data Guard
This section describes the known issue in the Cluster Server agent for Oracle Data
Guard.
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The Oracle Data Guard Broker resource comes online on the first RAC
node, but might fail to come online on the remaining RAC nodes
(3612692)
Symptom: In an Oracle RAC configuration, the Oracle Data Guard Broker resource
comes online on the first RAC node, but might fail to come online on the remaining
RAC nodes. This issue occurs when the DGMGRL status on the primary database
is ERROR.
Workaround: Run the show configuration DGMGRL command and resolve the
error. You can then bring the resource online.

Oracle GoldenGate
This section describes the known issues in the Cluster Server agent for Oracle
GoldenGate.

The GetCurrentRPO action function is likely to time out (3681336)
Symptom: The GetCurrentRPO action function is likely to time out when the
application is writing continuously to the database.
Workaround: Increase the timeout value of the GetCurrentRPO action function for
the GoldenGate type.

The data written to the database might not be replicated (3681338)
Symptom: When a system on which the GoldenGate resource is online faults and
fails over to another system in the same cluster, data that is written to the database
after the fault occurs might not be replicated.
Workaround: When the GoldenGate resource comes online on another system in
the same cluster, perform the following tasks:
■

In the remote cluster, remove the lock on the trail file on the remote system. To
do this, temporarily rename the file and then revert to the original file name.

■

Restart the Replicat process in the remote cluster. To do this, run the
StopReplicat action function and then run the StartReplicat action function.

NetAppSnapMirror
This section describes the known issue in the Cluster Server agent for
NetAppSnapMirror.

Remote failover of NetApp resource fails (3513500)
Symptom: If the schedule for QSM or VSM is not present in the
\etc\snapmirror.conf file at the destination filer, then the remote failover of
NetApp resource fails.
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Workaround: Manually add schedule entry to the \etc\snapmirror.conf file of
the destination filer and then perform remote failover operation.

VCS One replication agents
The following known issues exist with the replication agents.

Oracle Data Guard
This section describes the known issue in the Cluster Server agent for Oracle Data
Guard.

The online operation of CSG fails while bringing the CSG online
(3681398)
Symptom: While bringing the Composite Service Group (CSG) online, if the primary
cluster is not available, then the online operation of the CSG fails.
Workaround: Follow the below procedure after the Oracle Data Guard resource
has been configured. Oracle Data Guard resource is a part of the CSG. Assign an
additional role for the VCSOne client user to view the cluster objects and for proper
working of the Oracle Data Guard resource.
To assign an additional role for the VCS One client user:

1

Log on to the Policy Master (PM) server. Run the following command to list
the system users that are configured on the PM:
Policy_Master# hauser -list –sys

2

Run the following command to display the object roles assigned to the VCS
One client user:
Policy_Master#hauser -value -sys
<vcsone_client_hostname>@VCSONE_USERS@<cluster_name> ObjectRoles

3

If the output is blank, then run the following command to set the object role
(ServerFarmObjectGuest) for the user:
Policy_Master# hauser -addrole
<vcsone_client_hostname>@VCSONE_USERS@<cluster_name>
ServerFarmObjectGuest

4

Run the following command to verify that the role is set:
Policy_Master# hauser -value -sys
<vcsone_client_hostname>@VCSONE_USERS@<cluster_name> ObjectRoles
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Note: vcsone_client_hostname is the hostname of the VCS One client and
cluster_name is the cluster name to which the VCS One client belongs.

Limitations
This section describes the limitations of the agents in this release.

SAN HANA agent
The SAP HANA agent has the following limitations:
■

SystemD support is not enabled for SAP HANA Scale-Out system.

■

In case of SAP HANA System Replication, when the primary and secondary
instances are offline simultaneously, the SAPHDB agent cannot determine the
replication status. Therefore, the agent brings the SAP HANA instance up with
the last known replication status.

SAP liveCache 7.7 agent
On SAP liveCache 7.7, the intentional offline functionality might not work because
the lcinit and lccluster scripts do not get executed.

Documentation
The following sections contain useful information about the Cluster Server Agent
Pack documentation.

Locating and viewing documentation
The latest version of the Agent Pack documentation is available in PDF format on
the Veritas Services and Operations Readiness Tools (SORT) Web site here:
https://sort.veritas.com/agents.
If you download and uncompress the complete Agent Pack tar file or ZIP file, you
can find the documentation in the following directories:
■

For VCS agents:
platform/dist_arch/vcs/category/agent/vcs_ver/ag_ver/docs, where,

the category is application, database, or replication.
■

For VCS One agents: platform/dist_arch/vcsone/vcsone_ver/docs
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Getting help
Visit https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US.html for product assistance. Use the
Knowledge Base search feature to access resources such as TechNotes, product
alerts, software downloads, hardware compatibility lists, and our customer email
notification service. If you encounter an error when using a product, include the
error number preceding the message when contacting Technical Services. You
can also use the error number to search for information in TechNotes or documents
on the Web site.
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